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• BRONZE CUP: Maximum line-up of three Bronze drivers and one Silver.
LUMIRANK LED POSITION SYSTEM
FOR POSITION OF RANKINGS AND DRIVERS
FOR DIFFERENT CLASSES,
DIFFERENT LED-COLOURS ARE DISPLAYED
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PRO-AM

GOLD
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WHAT YOU WILL SEE ON THE DISPLAYS
IN THE FRONT WINDSCREEN

Or download the Fanatec GT World
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Challenge Europe Powered
by AWS app
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Official radio station: 106.5 FM
Classic 21 broadcasts live

EWS
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DURING THE RACE:
WKHGLVSOD\VKRZVWKH OVERALL CLASS LEADER
E\IODVKLQJ/('

LUMIRANK LED Position System...

a Solution from SAS-Technologies e.K. Nürnberg

GIANT TV
SCREENS
If you’re in one of the grandstands,
or anywhere else around the venue,
chances are you will have one of the
15 giant TV screens in front of
you. Speakers will be present around
the track but headphones are highly
recommended.

VAL

THE CLASS LEADER MARKING
ON OVERALL RANKING

Germany

BALANCE OF PERFORMANCE (BOP)
BOP ensures close racing between a wide variety of brands. Technical measures are applied to equalise the performance of each
make of car, creating varied entry lists and a highly competitive on-track product.

QUALIFYING
Qualifying takes place on Thursday evening. There will be four 15-minute sessions, one for each driver (three-driver crews
bypass Q1), with positions set by the average time. The fastest 20 cars progress to Friday evening's Super Pole, where one
driver from each competing crew goes for top spot.

ALL SESSIONS: ZKDWWKHGLVSOD\ZLOO
VKRZLIWKHUHLVNO TIMED LAP

RADIO

STINTS
The maximum stint length is 65 minutes, with an extra five minutes allowed if a full-course yellow or safety car period is in
operation when the stint ends. Drivers may only complete three full stints in a row, after which they must rest for at least one
hour. The maximum driving time during the race is 14 hours.

PIT STOPS
Standard pit stops must meet a minimum refuelling time, while tyre and driver changes can also take place. A one-second
time tolerance is permitted on four occasions during the race. Short refuelling stops are also allowed. They must meet a
maximum refuelling time, but do not permit any time tolerance.

OFF-TRACK ACTIVITIES
TIPIK ELECTRO NIGHT

SOCIAL MEDIA
#spa24h #fanatecgt
@24hoursofspa
@totalenergies24hoursofspa
@totalenergies24hoursofspa
Live streaming: GT World
SRO Motorsports Group

Each car must conform to GT3 regulations and include
at least three drivers, while further rules are applied
depending on the category.

• PRO: Maximum of three drivers per car, but no restrictions on categorisation.
• SILVER CUP: Each line-up consists of up to four Silver-graded drivers.
• GOLD CUP: New for 2022. Maximum line-up of one Bronze, two Silver, one Gold/Platinum.
• PRO-AM: Maximum line-up of two Platinum and two Bronze-graded drivers.

#spa24h

Practical information, entry list, results,
news, photos, ...

The 2022 TotalEnergies 24 Hours of Spa will be the
74th edition of the race staged since its inaugural
running in 1924. A field of 66 cars representing nine
brands will be on the grid, with competitors from more
than 30 nations taking turns behind the wheel.

The Saturday Night concert is back, with some big names from
the European music scene ready to take the party into the night.
Beginning at 20.30, it culminates with a headline set by The Avener
at 23:00 and continues until the small hours.
20:30 - 22:00 - USX & Izoard
22:00 - 23:00 - Jeremie Charlier and MC Shurakano
23:00 - 00:30 - The Avener
00:30 - 02:00 - Calumny

THE FAN VILLAGE

Located at the bottom of Raidillon, the Fan Village includes
something to suit every taste. Simulators, merchandising stalls,
food and drink stands and much more make this an ideal stop-off
for the whole family.

FANATEC ESPORTS ARENA

The third round of the Fanatec Esports GT Pro Series takes place
in the Fanatec Esports Arena on Friday afternoon and, with more
than 20 state-of-the-art simulators, this is a must-see for every
gaming aficionado. It also hosts a special SRO Esports race on
Saturday evening in which the top-five drivers will share a prize
pool totalling €14,500.

AFTER-DARK PIT & TRACK WALK

Fans will enjoy a very special opportunity to visit the pit lane
after dark on Friday evening. Once qualifying and night practice
are complete, the public will be able to admire the cars in their
garages while the mechanics get them back into shape for the
following day’s action.

SRO GT ANNIVERSARY 2022

A historic GT event organised by Peter Auto joins this year's programme to
celebrate 30 years of SRO Motorsports Group. Iconic machinery from the past three decades
will compete in a pair of 60-minute races, while the cars will also

make a special appearance in the parade and can be admired in
the support series paddock.

SUPERCARS

Leading automotive manufacturers often display high-end
machinery and present their latest models during the build-up to
the 24 Hours. What's more, the Fanatec GT2 European Series will
be on show during the week, featuring exotic racing machinery
from Audi, Brabham, KTM, Lamborghini and Porsche.

FIREWORKS

Another popular tradition returns for 2022 with a spectacular
fireworks show taking place on Saturday evening. Scheduled
for 22:30, the display will light up the skies while the race
continues below.

